FindYour
Future

Full STEAM Ahead
When it comes to bright futures, STEAM is where it’s at. Think STEM plus Art! Schools
everywhere are infusing curriculum with STEAM education—paving the way for a future
economy where creativity and innovation rule.
The Find Your Future series engages middle grade readers in a common core-friendly
exploration of the cool things you can do with a knowledge of science, technology,
engineering, art, and mathematics.
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Find Your Future in STEAM • 5 titles

978-1-63471-895-0

$104.75

978-1-63471-918-6

$49.75

Find Your Future in Art

978-1-63471-901-8

$20.95

978-1-63471-947-6

$9.95

Find Your Future in Engineering

978-1-63471-900-1

$20.95

978-1-63471-946-9

$9.95

Find Your Future in Mathematics

978-1-63471-902-5

$20.95

978-1-63471-948-3

$9.95

Find Your Future in Science

978-1-63471-898-1

$20.95

978-1-63471-944-5

$9.95

Find Your Future in Technology

978-1-63471-899-8

$20.95

978-1-63471-945-2

$9.95

Informative
Each title features profiles of eight STEAM careers. Written in a
causal, kid-friendly style and infused with contextual examples to
spark curiosity and help readers connect what they learn in school
with real world opportunities.
Astrophysicist

discovered, explored, and searched for
signs of life.
Astronomy is the study of the universe—
its stars, planets, galaxies, dark matter, and
energy. Everything out there is of interest
to astronomers down here. Physics is the
science that looks at matter, energy, motion,
and force. Put astronomy and physics
together, and you get astrophysics—and
the makings of an out-of-this-world career.
Astrophysics is an ancient science.
Scientists have been gazing at stars,
naming them, and watching for changes

Ask Big
Questions!
Imagine a friendly visitor
from outer space has
landed in your backyard.
It wants to know more
about Earth. Once
you figure out how to
communicate with space
aliens… What can you
tell them about the
planet you call home?
Write a letter to the alien
telling it what life is like
here on Earth.

much to be learned. Astrophysicists
at colleges, government agencies, and

a guess, but that’s how many stars some

really cool space observatories continue

people say are out there in our galaxy.

to keep an eye on the skies, using tools

Get acquainted with some
of history’s most famous
stargazers. What did
Galileo Galilei, Sir Isaac
Newton, Albert Einstein,
and Edwin Hubble
discover?

Powerful telescopes, like the Hubble
Space Telescope operated by NASA, have

?

that early stargazers never imagined.
These researchers continue to make

revealed more than 170 billion galaxies. That

amazing discoveries. In recent years

means there could actually be

scientists downgraded Pluto’s status from

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 planets

a planet to a dwarf planet. They found a

out there! (That’s one septillion, in case

black hole in the center of our Milky Way.

Science
Science
in

This five-book series offers up
plenty of ideas to inspire a new
generation of leaders to:
•
•
•
•
•

for centuries. Even so, there is still
Want to know how many stars there are?
Count every grain of sand on Earth. It’s just

Surf the
‘Net!

FindYour
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Find Your Future in Science
Find Your Future in Technology
Find Your Future in Engineering
Find Your Future in Art
Find Your Future in
Mathematics

you are counting.) All are waiting to be
6

Adaptable for library and
classroom use
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Interactive
Each chapter encourages primary and secondary research and fun
project-based learning with three sidebar activity prompts:
Ask Big
Questions!

Surf the
’Net!
Visit the world’s most
famous art museums
online. What type of art do
you like best?

Let’s say you were to
wake up one morning to
discover you are 100,000
times smaller than you
were the night before.
What kinds of things
could you do in
this teeny-tiny
size that you
couldn’t as a
regular-size
kid? Write a
story about your
adventures!

The Find Your Future series is part
of a collection of creative career
exploration resources for students
in grades 4-7 offered by Bright
Futures Press.
Readers can choose a single title
of interest or schools can use the
entire series as part of a robust
career education curriculum.

Explore Some
More!
Check out the latest
sports news at Sports
Illustrated Kids at www.
sikids.com.

Download your free teacher guide
at brightfuturespress.com!
All titles are available through your
favorite book distributor or directly
through Cherry Lake Publishing
(www.cherrylakepublishing.com).

Inspiring
Find Your Future in Technology
Let’s review the amazing career ideas you’ve just discovered. Below are descriptions of some
of the opportunities waiting for people who like technology. Read the sentences below and
match the description with the career it describes.
Instead of writing in this book, use a separate sheet of paper to write your answers. Even
better, download a free activity sheet at www.cherrylakepublishing.com/activities.

A Artificial
intelligence
scientist

1 Figuring out a system to schedule drone deliveries of your
online store’s products

B Biotechnology
engineer

2 Unraveling the secrets of how worms regrow after
amputation in order to develop human organs that can heal
themselves

C Cyber security
agent

3 Using nanoparticles to create a test that can detect cancer
cells before tumors can be seen in X-rays

D Data scientist

4 Using big data to pick the winning lineup for the champion
Super Bowl football team

E-commerce
manager

F

Mobile app
designer

G Nanotechnologist
H Video game
designer

5 Using virtual reality to create a game that lets gamers travel
back in time
6 Creating an app that warns people of earthquakes and
other natural disasters before they happen
7 Stopping a ring of cybercriminals who plan to disrupt the
subway transportation system in a major U.S. city
8 Inventing a robot that can help kids with their homework
and household chores

(Answer Key:1-E; 2-B; 3-G; 4-D; 5-H; 6-F; 7-C; 8-A)
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Comprehension activity with a
futuristic twist lets readers review
job descriptions within the context of
what they might someday accomplish
as STEAM professionals.
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